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Introduction

Welcome to
the latest edition
of Successes
It gives me a great sense of
pride to start my welcome by
mentioning the news we received
in March, that not only were we
rated outstanding by the Care
Quality Commission in November,
but we have also been placed as
the top specialist hospital in the
country and one of the top three
trusts in England.

loyal fundraisers are improving the
service we offer to cancer patients.
Thank you once again to each and
every one of you. Please see page
7 for further details about the new
unit.
The Christie Charity Ball took
place in March. As always it was a
great evening and this year raised
a phenomenal £170,000 towards
funding the cost of a £600,000
advanced 3D interventional
radiology machine, the first of its
kind in Europe. A huge thank you
to everyone who supported us on
the evening. Read more about the
ball on page 13.

We’ve seen progress with a
number of our developments
since the last edition of Successes.
I had the honour of welcoming
the Lord Mayor of Manchester
on site in April to cut the ribbon
at our new Integrated Procedures
Unit. The £7.6m unit was funded
to the tune of £4.9m by charity
Throughout the year supporters
donations, another example of the like you continue to fundraise
vital way in which our charity and in ever more impressive ways.

Newsflash!
The Christie Charity Ball 2018! Watch this space for further details about
this not-to-be-missed event! To register for further updates, please send your
details to companies@christies.org
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Whether it’s running marathons,
jumping out of planes or walking
across hot coals, our fundraisers
go to the ends of the earth for
us – literally in some cases, read
about our Antarctic adventurers
on page 14 – and we continue to
thank you.
More details about all the exciting
events we have planned for the
coming months can be found on
our events diary on pages 8 and 9.
This edition of Successes is full of
your tireless efforts to raise money
for The Christie charity and I hope
you enjoy reading all about them.
Here’s to making the rest of 2017
even more successful than ever.
Roger Spencer, Chief Executive
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How charitable funds are spent

A day in the life
A day in the Life of Sara Valpione – Honorary research fellow
I came to The Christie in October 2015 on a fellowship
I won from the European Society of Medical Oncology
and started my research project which is currently partially
funded by The Christie charity.

One day is not the same as the next in an average
week for me as on Mondays I am in clinic morning and
afternoon with melanoma patients, meeting those
who had a diagnosis of melanoma and are disease-free
because of surgery and are now being followed up, or
My first year was mainly based in the hospital. Now I
patients with an active disease who need continuous
work both in clinic and in the lab on translational research
treatment and care.
(this aims to translate findings in fundamental research
The other days of the week I’m involved in all of the other
into medical practice and meaningful health outcomes).
research projects, working in the labs either alone or
I am a melanoma specialist. I had my training in Italy
meeting with my team to discuss results. I’ve mentioned
where my husband, who is a surgeon, still lives. After I
the two most important but I’m actively involved in
completed my training I focused on the possibilities of
several others.
treatment, in particular immunotherapy, which is a very
Depending on the day and which experiments are
new approach to treating tumours.
planned determines what time I would start each
My job on a day to day basis is about better ways to get
morning. I need to be very flexible with my time so
the right treatment to the right person.
sometimes I may be here until late at night or start very
My work is part of the partnership between The Christie, early in the morning if the machines are booked for early
slots, for instance. I would arrive early to prepare all the
Manchester Cancer Research Centre and the University
samples, then analyse them.
of Manchester. One of the projects I’m working on and
am very excited about is the study of a targeted drug for I live close to the hospital so I don’t have too much
the patients with melanoma with a mutation – about
commuting to do but I fly to and from Padua in Italy a
50 per cent of melanoma cases. The preliminary results
lot to see my husband. Of course I miss my family but
of this study were accepted by the annual meeting of
the environment for work here in Manchester is amazing.
the American Society of Clinical Oncology, the most
To be funded
important congress worldwide for oncology.
to work here
My work would not be possible without all the people
gives me access
who raise money for The Christie charity. The translational to another
project for immunotherapy is entirely funded by charity
dimension of
money too, including The Christie charity. The project on clinical research
targeted therapy will be completed soon and we plan
and the people
to submit the paper for publication to communicate our
who have
results to the scientific community very shortly.
given money
to the charity
For the people who give us the money to do this it’s
have allowed
important for them to know that we are very grateful
me to try to
because without it we wouldn’t be able to do this.
do my best
and improve
the patient
experience. I’m
very grateful.
Sara Valpione

To be funded to work here
gives me access to another
dimension of clinical research.
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How charitable funds are spent

 our donations allow us to fund many
Y
projects and services which are above
and beyond the scope of the NHS.

TYA radioiodine room
A donation of £4,500 to the charity has
enabled us to greatly enhance the décor in
one of the isolation rooms on the Teenage
and Young Adult (TYA) Unit to make it more
cheerful and welcoming for young patients,
including children.
Room 2 is used for a variety of treatments including
radioiodine where patients are given a radioactive
capsule and are then kept in isolation for several days.
Because the patient can remain radioactive during this
period, visits by family and friends are strictly limited
and for their own safety and visitors have to sit behind
a lead-lined door rather than at the bedside. Young
patients therefore spend a long time alone in the
room with little human contact.
Staff on the TYA felt that the radioiodine room
therefore needed a makeover so patients are treated
in an attractive and uplifting environment. As you can
see in these ‘before and after’ photos, a range of wall
panels and murals depicting views from nature were
chosen to greatly enhance the environment in the
room and in the lobby where visitors sit. Staff, patients
and visitors are amazed by the changes!

Health and Wellbeing Service
The Christie prides itself on ensuring patients are at the
heart of everything it does and that’s why the charity
is committed to continually improving the wellbeing of
patients and the patient experience.

success and that any side effects of treatment are reduced.
For patients about to undergo surgery, stopping smoking
will reduce their risk of pulmonary and cardiovascular
complications and delayed wound healing.

One important service funded by donations to the charity
is the provision of a Health Promotion and Wellbeing
Service across The Christie’s main site in Withington and
Christie satellite clinics in Oldham and Salford. Charlotte
Finchett is the lead health promotion adviser, and is
responsible for delivering a confidential smoking cessation
and alcohol advice service for patients.

At times of stress such as receiving
a cancer diagnosis or when facing
an operation, it is not unusual for
patients to increase their reliance on
alcohol or cigarettes so Charlotte
and her team are on hand
to offer coping strategies to
manage cravings as well as
breathing and hypnotherapy
techniques to help patients cope
with anxiety.

Patients receive helpful advice and personalised therapies
to help stop smoking or reduce alcohol intake before
cancer treatment begins so that treatments such as
chemotherapy and radiotherapy have the best chance of

Charlotte Finchett
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How charitable funds are spent

It’s not just big construction or technology projects that your support helps us provide,
your fundraising whether big or small makes a huge difference. Here are just a few
examples of the way your donations can help improve the everyday experience
of our patients...

£1 – could pay

for aromatherapy
sticks used in
complementary
therapy

£65 – could

£10 – could buy

a toy for a paediatric
patient as a reward at
the end of treatment

£400 – could pay for

cryogenic (cold) gloves to
protect finger nails when
undergoing chemotherapy

£40,000

– could cover
the annual cost
of a clinical
nurse specialist

£5,000

– could pay for
two patients
to undergo full
molecular
profiling as
part of the
Target Project
6

buy a portable
massage chair
so our therapists
can visit patients
anywhere in the
hospital

£10,000 – could

purchase fluoroscopy
equipment for our medical
imaging department

£1,500

– could cover
the cost of a
travel bursary
for a Christie
clinician to
attend a
training course
at a world
leading cancer
centre overseas

Hospital news
 our donations ensure The Christie can build on its reputation as one of the leading
Y
cancer centres in Europe.
The Christie’s new
Integrated Procedures Unit
(IPU) opened its doors to
patients in April after two
years of construction work
came to an end.

New Integrated
Procedures Unit opens
The £7.6m IPU is a state-of-theart unit which brings several day
patient services together under one
roof in the brand new development
which has been constructed above
the hospital’s main Oak Road
entrance.
It was funded by £4.99m from
The Christie charity and aims to
offer patients a more seamless
experience with shorter waiting
times and speedier treatment.
Thousands of patients will all
receive treatment in one place.
This will mean less waiting for
day patients who need to see the
Trust’s plastic surgery, endoscopy,
radiology, pain management or
day case procedures teams.

The Lord Mayor of Manchester, Cllr Carl
Austin-Behan, with Christie Chief Executive
Roger Spencer, Chair Christine Outram and
patients Sarah Constable and Norma O’Donnell

The benefits of the unit were
explained to staff in a series of
guided tours of the new unit
before an official ribbon-cutting
performed by the Lord Mayor of
Manchester, Cllr Carl Austin-Behan.
He joined patients Sarah Constable
from Eccles and Norma O’Donnell
from Droylsden to cut the ribbon
in the first floor unit.
The Lord Mayor said: “Here in
Manchester everyone knows The
Christie, and seeing developments
like this reminds us that we are
so lucky to have such a centre of
excellence on our doorstep.”
They were joined by The Christie’s
Chief Executive Roger Spencer, its
Chair Christine Outram, consultant
surgeon and clinical lead for the
new unit, Malcolm Wilson, and the
managing director of major charity
partner Joseph Holt Brewery,
Richard Kershaw.

Joseph Holt Brewery contributed
£402,000 from its centenary
charity appeal, marking 100 years
of charitable partnership with The
Christie.
By integrating and expanding
treatment services for our day
patients, the Trust can eliminate
transfers between departments
and minimise the need for
overnight stays.
The first patients were treated
in the unit in April with the final
services completing their move into
the facility by the end of August.

Members of IPU staff

W
 ithout the support of our fundraisers we wouldn’t be able
to bring facilities such as the new Integrated Procedures Unit
to The Christie.
Chief Executive, Roger Spencer
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Events calendar
Here’s how to get involved in 2017
Take a look at some of the ways you can get involved this year and support
The Christie. If this inspires you to take on a challenge and join Team Christie
in 2017 then visit www.christies.org/events for details.
Manchester 100 Bike
Ride
3rd September 2017
100km or 100 miles – you
decide! Pick your distance
and join #TeamChristie at the
Manchester 100 bike ride.
This stunning 100km or 100-mile
bike ride starts and finishes at
Wythenshawe Park.
The route takes in the beautiful
Cheshire countryside of
Northwich, Middlewich and
Delamere Forest.
Find out more here:
christies.org/manchester100

Great North Run
10th September 2017

City of Salford 10K
3rd September 2017

The course is lined with
supporters all the way from
Newcastle to South Shields!

Quickly becoming one of the
North West’s most popular
10k races, you can pound the
streets for Team Christie at
this great event.

This is just one of the reasons
this is the world’s greatest half
marathon.

For more information visit:
christies.org/salford10k

You can be a part of it! Sign up
here: christies.org/gnr

Women’s Running
10th September 2017
The Women’s Running Race
Series Manchester arrives in
Wythenshawe Park for a second
year promising a fun, friendly
and supportive race event with
a great atmosphere. Be part of it
with Team Christie.
Visit: christies.org/wrrs
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Walk of Hope
16th September 2017
Join us for an inspirational
10km evening walk around the
stunning grounds of Cheshire’s
Tatton Park. The walk honours
the courage of those battling
cancer and of those who have
sadly lost the fight. To sign up
visit: christies.org/walkofhope

Events calendar
Rough Runner
21/22nd October 2017
Join Team Christie for the UK’s only game showinspired obstacle event!
To sign up for the Manchester event visit:
christies.org/RoughRunner

Parachute Jump
Day
24th September
2017
Take the leap for Team
Christie and join our
skydive this September!
For more info and to
sign up visit:
christies.org/skydive

Manchester Half Marathon
15th October 2017
The Manchester Half Marathon returns following
a successful year! This event is perfect for first
time half marathoners and those trying for a
personal best. Fast, flat and lots of fun! To sign
up now visit: christies.org/mhm

Fire and Ice Walk
9th November 2017
Night of Neon
21st October 2017
Dig out your glow sticks, pull on your neon leg
warmers and walk either five or 10 dazzling
kilometres to illuminate Salford Quays. Glow the extra
mile and sign up now at: nightofneon.org

How brave are you feeling?
Join us to walk on broken
glass and burning coals this
November, just after Bonfire
Night, in MediaCity. For more
information visit:
christies.org/Firewalk
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News from our experts

Q&A: Dr Matt Krebs, clinical senior lecturer and honorary
consultant in experimental cancer medicine
at each patient’s tumour
through a biopsy or blood
sample and to then study
the genetic make-up
(building blocks) of the
tumour, which in cancer
can indicate the progress
of disease and how well it
responds to treatment.
The Christie is one of only
a few sites in the world that
has the expertise to carry
out molecular profiling by
blood sample so patients
don’t need to have a biopsy
and the process is much
quicker. This information is
then used to create targeted
therapies for patients, which
can be more effective
at treating the cancer or
controlling tumour growth
with fewer side effects.

Dr Matt Krebs

Q.
A.

	What is your role
at The Christie?
I ’m an oncologist
specialising in experimental
cancer medicine, which
means I’m able to offer
patients whose cancer
has returned after initial
therapy the opportunity
to trial new drugs.
I lead on the precision
medicine theme within my
team and am developing
molecular profiling within
the Trust, so we can offer
this targeted treatment to
even more patients.

Q.
A.

	
What is molecular
profiling?

 olecular profiling allows
M
clinical researchers to look

Q.

	
The Christie charity
is raising money to
fund further molecular
diagnostic research
projects. Why do we
need this?

A.

 olecular diagnostics is
M
an overarching research
theme of which molecular
profiling is an important
part. We want to expand
this research, looking at

more disease groups, so
that more of our patients
can benefit from
personalised cancer
treatment now and in
the future.

Q.
A.

	
What will the money
raised cover?

Q.
A.

 harity funding will enable
C
us to extend our work in
molecular profiling from
100 patients to at least 300
patients over the next three
years. The money will
cover the costs of blood
and tumour sample tests
for molecular faults, full
molecular profiling and
samples taken for research.

	
What difference will this
make to patients?

It will provide patients
who have run out of
standard treatment options
with new therapies,
designed specifically to
treat the individual
make-up of their disease.
The simple blood test is
much less invasive than
having to undergo a
surgical or needle biopsy
so patients will encounter
few side effects.

If you would like to fundraise for molecular diagnostic research projects then please visit
www.christies.org/donate or call 0161 446 3988.
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Patient stories

Bob’s clinical trial
success story
Lung cancer patient Bob Berry, whose
cancer spread from his lungs to his lymph
nodes, has been left with no trace of the
disease after taking part in a drug trial
here at The Christie.
Bob, 60, from Hazel Grove, Stockport, started the
‘first in world’ drug trial when he was referred to our
clinical trials unit 12 months ago, because he wasn’t
responding to standard treatment.

Patient Bob Berry and, below, with family members

trials unit after gaining little benefit from conventional
treatment.

Bob’s consultant, Dr Matt Krebs, said: “Bob has had
a phenomenal response to taking part in this clinical
Bob is one of the first patients to take part in this
trial. His most recent scans show that he’s had a
study in the UK, which is only
complete response with no apparent
available at six centres worldwide.
trace of tumour in his body. We
This clinical trial at
It is unique because it is the first time
will need to monitor Bob closely
this brand new drug is being tested The Christie has extended with regular scans to assess how
in humans. This study combines
my life and I couldn’t be
durable this response will be. As it is
the drug with an immunotherapy
a combined study with a brand new
more grateful
Bob Berry
treatment.
drug, we still have a lot of further
research to do before we can establish how these
Bob said: “I first found out I had cancer three years
findings can help more patients like Bob in the future
ago when I had a scan because I had a pain in my
shoulder. My GP said the scan showed a shadow on as cancer is a complex disease and not every patient
my lungs so I was referred to hospital, where I found responds as well as this.”
out it was a cancerous tumour that needed to be
removed.”

Bob concluded: “Three years ago I was given 12–18
months to live but I have already surpassed that and
Bob had surgery to get rid of the tumour only to find I feel well. At the end of the day, this clinical trial at
out from tests a few months later that the cancer was The Christie has extended my life and I couldn’t be
more grateful. Anyone who is offered a clinical trial
growing and had spread
should seriously consider it.”
to his lymph nodes.
He was then referred
to The Christie where
he was initially treated
with radiotherapy and
chemotherapy but was
transferred to the clinical

The Christie has been pioneering cancer research
breakthroughs for over 100 years and your fundraising
allows us to support a variety of world-leading and
often groundbreaking research projects and clinical
trials, which can make a real difference to our patients
like it has done for Bob.
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Patient stories

Keen drummer is combining
her two passions to raise cash
for The Christie
Christie clinical photographer Dionne
Cyprus has had the backing of a host of
world class drummers to raise funds
for her Beat it! campaign.
Drummers including Joe Donovan from Blossoms,
Chad Smith (Red Hot Chilli Peppers) and Nick Mason
(Pink Floyd), have posed for portrait photographs that
Dionne will exhibit at an auction along with signed
drum ware to raise vital funds for The Christie, where
her husband was treated for testicular cancer.
As a keen drummer herself, Dionne, 39, who has
worked at the specialist cancer centre for 10 years,
came up with the idea for Beat it! as a thank you for
the care that her husband Chris received and to help
raise awareness about men’s cancers.

Dionne, Drew and Chris Cyprus

IVF treatment, Dionne became pregnant with our son
Drew, who is also a keen drummer.”

Dionne added: “Unfortunately, not all cases are as
straightforward as ours, with some men experiencing
more serious outcomes if
She said: “After witnessing
We
will
be
forever
grateful
to
their particular cancer is more
my husband’s struggle
advanced. I have set myself
the
staff
at
The
Christie
for
their
through two separate
professional and empathetic approach the target of raising £50,000,
incidents of testicular cancer
which will go towards funding
involving radiotherapy and
to his treatment.
Dionne Cyprus
research, specialist training and
surgeries in 2003, I decided
a post within the advanced
to give something back to the hospital that helped us
urological cancer team at The Christie which specialises
through such a difficult time. Chris is now in remission,
in prostate, kidney, bladder and testicular cancers.
and we will be forever grateful to the staff at The
Christie for their professional and empathetic approach “In order to make my vision a reality, I need more help
to his treatment.”
from drummers far and wide, who are willing to give
up a small amount of their time and fabulousness to sit
Chris added: “Dionne was my rock when I suffered
for a portrait for this very worthwhile cause.”
with my illness both emotionally and physically. Along
with the fantastic staff at The Christie, she helped me
Mathew Priest (Dodgy), Steve White (Paul Weller and
through what was a very tough time.
Style Council), Lloyd Ryan (Phil Collins’ drum teacher),
Ben Thatcher (Royal Blood) and a host of other
“At the time of my treatment for the second tumour,
drummers have also pledged to support the campaign.
we were warned that it might impact on our ability
to conceive as I had to have both testicles removed.
You can find out more and support the campaign by
However, to our delight in 2009, after undergoing
visiting www.beat-it-project.org
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Your fundraising stories

Star-studded Christie Charity Ball raises
vital funds for cancer patients
The Christie charity hosted its
glamorous and star-studded
annual ball on Saturday 18th
March at the Principal hotel
in Manchester city centre.

Sponsors Julie Serrage, Claire Bennison
and host Mark Chapman

Supported by investment
management company Brooks
Macdonald, the event raised
£170,000 which will go towards

the cost of a £600,000 advanced
3D intervention system, the first
of its kind in Europe, which will
improve treatment and survival
rates for patients. This equipment
will enable experts at The Christie
to roadmap a patient’s entire body
with incredibly accurate 3D images,
and deliver cancer treatments
precisely through pinhole surgery.
Will Young headlined the event
which was hosted by BBC Match
of the Day 2 and 5 live Sport
host, Mark Chapman. Star of TV’s
Bargain Hunt, Charles Hanson,
conducted the auction on the
night.
Stars from Coronation Street and
Hollyoaks partied with Olympic
medallists and Emmerdale actress
and Key 103 presenter Gemma
Atkinson joined Will and Mark

Will Young headlined the Ball

along with her soap co-stars Laura
Norton, Michelle Hardwick, Amy
Walsh and Dominic Brunt who
together form Emmerdale band
Main Street, who performed on
the night.
Host Mark Chapman said:
“Everyone knows The Christie and
the phenomenal work they do.
I know personally how special The
Christie is so I was delighted
to be asked to host the ball.”

Carl puts best foot forward
Completing one marathon is
an achievement for most, but
in February Carl Beresford,
29, kicked off a year of
fundraising by running the
equivalent of eight marathons
in eight days!

friends and family who supported
him en route, the pubs who
offered free rooms, and Vikki’s
brother Jack who ran with him for
the full 220-mile round trip from
Denton to Muncaster in the Lake
District!

Carl decided to fundraise as a
way of thanking The Christie
after his girlfriend Vikki Parr was
successfully treated and received
the all clear from cervical cancer.

Carl says “We were glad to have
each other to keep each other
moving and pushing through
barriers. A couple of days after
finishing the run we started to
really miss it, even the physical
and mental pain, so we’re
thinking of doing a longer run
next year!”

Carl had fantastic support during
his challenge including from his
employer, Firwood Carpets, who
gave him a great send-off, his

Carl and Jack reach the Lake District

Carl has already raised over
£4,300 for The Christie charity
and is hoping to reach his target
of £7,500 by the end of the year
by taking part in other events
including the Manchester to
Blackpool bike ride and Rough
Runner.
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Your fundraising stories

Airswift South Pole Trek
Alongside entrepreneur and friend
Roger Wood, Ian made his way
across Antarctica for 13 days in 24hour daylight to raise funds for The
Christie, Royal Air Force Benevolent
Fund and Kidneys for Life.

Ian and Roger at the South Pole

On 30th December 2016,
Ian Langley, chairman of
Airswift, embarked on an
epic fundraising journey by
trekking to the South Pole.
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Arriving at the South Pole on 11th
January, Ian and the expedition team
successfully completed the trek and
raised well over £25,000 to be split
among their three chosen charities.
Ian and Roger wanted to support
The Christie in tribute to Roger’s late
wife who was treated here.

With many hours of sled pulling
at altitudes of 10,000 feet and in
temperatures down to -37 degrees
centigrade, the trek was physically
and mentally demanding. Ian
Airswift was formed in 2016 when
described how the fundraising target
Air Energi and Swift Worldwide
spurred the Cheshire businessmen on
Resources formally merged. Air Energi
to reach their destination:
previously supported The Christie as
“One of the subjects that we
their charity of
thought about during the long
the year and we
days and nights were the charities
are delighted to
and the people in need of their
receive continued
support. While we were somewhat
fundraising
uncomfortable during the more
support from
arduous parts of our trip, this paled
Airswift.

Our fearless new fundraising group: The FlatCaps
Sarah Burton and her husband Shane
set up fundraising group The FlatCaps
in June 2016 having been inspired by
fellow fundraising group Compstall
for The Christie at our Community
Engagement Day.
With Shane having recently been
diagnosed with cancer, they wanted to
join The Christie against cancer, raising
awareness and vital funds for the charity.
Based in Yorkshire (hence the name!)
the group is now 36 members strong.
They have organised a whole range of
fundraising events over the last year
including an 80s night, a James Bondthemed evening and a triathlon fun
day. The group also organises collection
tins at local businesses and have put on
stalls at local fairs selling The Christie
products.
The FlatCaps not only fundraise
collectively as a group, they’ve proved
to be fearless fundraisers in their own
rights, taking on some of our most

into insignificance when we thought
about people coping with cancer.”

gruelling challenges including The
Christie Skydive and the Tower Run.
Sarah Badrick, the group’s chair, says:
“We came together for someone we
love and to help raise money for others.
Having visited The Christie and seeing
that the money not only goes towards
facilities but also towards funding
people who are training to become
specialists blew me away!”
The FlatCaps have already raised an
incredible £7,343 for The Christie charity.

The FlatCaps fundraisers

The Women’s Trust Fund
In June we celebrated 23 years of
loyal support from the Women’s Trust
Fund Trafford. Although members of
the Trafford WTF Committee have
been fundraising for many years,
they became an official fundraising
group for The Christie charity in 1994
and have since raised an outstanding
£108,000!
Their efforts have helped to fund vital
pieces of equipment including the
Gamma Camera, the MR-linac and
most recently the new proton beam
therapy research room.
We’re sad to report the death of a
loyal Women’s Trust Fund supporter,
Mary Walker MBE. Mary served
as chair of all Women’s Trust Fund
Committees for a number of years,
having taken over as chair from Lady
Margaret Holt.
We would like to say a warm and very
sincere thank you to all members of
the Women’s Trust Fund Trafford for
23 years of loyal support.

I nspirational fundraisers

Manchester PA Network
fund three additional
tribute leaves for other
members’ loved ones.

Director Holly Moore and co-founders Melanie Sheehy
and Amanda Hargreaves

Amanda Hargreaves co-founded
Manchester PA Network with
Melanie Sheehy back in July 2011
as a not-for-profit organisation and
a way to support a charity they held
very close to their hearts.
Amanda was only nine years old when she sadly lost
her mum Wendy to cancer at the age of 34. Amanda
says that without The Christie and its wonderful staff,
she might have lost her mum sooner. The Christie,
in addition to treating Wendy, helped support her
family and explain to Amanda what was happening
to her mum as well as providing a wig service,
complementary therapies and emotional support.
Amanda spent a lot of time at The Christie with her
mum, and as she grew older wondered how she could
give something back.

Over the years, the
ever-growing network
has met more and more
people who have had
an experience of The
Christie and its facilities. In
December 2016, The PA
Network pledged to raise
an amazing £100,000
for The Christie charity
by 2020. They fundraise
through a variety of
events including participation in the Great Manchester
Run, abseils and afternoon teas at the Hilton to name
a few and they have already reached an incredible
£75,000!
Amanda says: “The hospital itself doesn’t feel like it
did when I first walked in as a child with my mum.
It now feels like somewhere that isn’t scary, it feels
like a place of hope and just by being there you want
to give something back and help make it even better
than it already is.

“Being corporate fundraisers and a corporate partner
of The Christie charity for over six years we have
been lucky enough to hear about ground-breaking
treatment and research from the clinicians, the
radiographers, the nurses and the fundraising team.
We’ve been lucky to meet the amazing patients who
have been treated at the hospital or are taking part in
clinical trials. Believe me, hearing how the treatment
is progressing thanks to fundraising is one of the best
That’s where the idea of setting up Manchester PA
Network began. The Network started with 50 members feelings in the
world and it really
who hosted monthly meetings with proceeds from
inspires us to go
the network event tickets going towards their
out and do more!”
fundraising. But Amanda wanted to do more.
When they became corporate fundraisers they heard If you would like
about the Tree of Hope, a unique place in the Garden to know more
about how you can
of Remembrance at The Christie that helps create a
hold similar events
lasting tribute to loved ones in return for fundraising
for The Christie
of £15,000. That gave them a target to aim for.
please contact us
Reaching that first goal didn’t take them long and
on community@
today not only does Amanda’s mum have a bronze
christies.org or
0161 446 3988
leaf on the Tree of Hope but they have gone on to
Amanda at the Tree of Hope
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Wishing you a very
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Christmas spirits are always raised with
some festive fundraising in December.
Here’s what to look forward to...

Manchester United
Santa Run
December 2017

To get in the festive spirit this December don
a Santa suit and race around the famous Old
Trafford stadium for Team Christie.
There is a 2km
family fun run and
a longer 5km run
for serious Santas.
Join our team at
christies.org/
santarun

Christie Christmas Concert
at Manchester Cathedral
Tuesday 12 December 2017
What better way to get into the festive spirit than
singing carols at the cathedral. Support The Christie
charity and enjoy an evening of music in the
stunning surroundings of Manchester Cathedral.
To book your tickets, please call us on
0161 446 3988.

Christmas Jumper Day
Friday 15 December 2017

We’re joining the craze once again this year...
Join us as we get silly for a serious cause.
Gather some friends and don those cringeworthy Christmas jumpers (the sillier the better!).
To request a Christie-mas Jumper fundraising
pack, please call 0161 446 3988.

Christie-mas Cards
Back by popular demand,
our festive selection of The
Christie charity Christmas
cards, Night Before
Christmas packs and much
more will be available from
September. Call us on
0161 446 3988 or visit
christies.org/christmas

